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USGto
review
budget
By Jason Hakme
IHE BG NEWS

The Undergraduate Student
Government introduced a
first cli all of their annual budget
for the 2002-2003 school
year last night
"We should have our
budget figured out, before
the next year," said Rhonda
Schnipke, USG treasurer.
"I believe this budget can
be a good thing," said
USG president lohn Bragg.
"We
are
taking
more
responsibility for our spending.
We are not using as
much money."
With the help of a
series
of
charts
and
spreadsheets, Schnipke laid out
the proposed budget for
next year. She reviewed the
amount of money USG spent
for events that take place
throughout the year. The
new USG budget is very
similar to the one from last year.
Many figures remained the
same. For instance, there
were no changes in the
funds allocated to USG's
two retreats and to WBGU
tapings,
which
allows
people to see the USG
proceedings on TV
However,
there
were
some changes. One change
was
an
increase
in
the budget for the Campus Fest
so as to allocate more
funds to cover entertainment
expenses
as
well
as
advertisement expenses for
the event The expenditures
for USG annual banquet
were also reviewed. Their
funding is used (o cover
the
price
of
faculty
awards and the dinner for
the banquet
For the year 2002-2003,
USG
is
planning
on
spending
less
money
than they had in the past.
However,
the
budget
was not officially approved
at last night's meeting.
The budget was tabled
for further review in an
upcoming USG meeting.
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Flashes stomp Falcons
By Erik Cassano
1HI BC NEWS

KENT. Ohio — Every team
seems to have one opponent
they just can't beat. The Red Sox
have the Yankees. The John
Cooper-era Buckeyes had
Michigan. The Bowling Green
basketball team has Kent State,
who dropped them for the fifth
consecutive time last night at
Kent State's MAC Center 76-64.
BG has not beaten Kent since
the 1999-2000 season.
The Golden Flashes jumped
out to an early 7-2 lead and
never looked back. Paced by
Andrew Mitchell's 12 first-half
points, Kent cruised to a 29-22
halftime lead. Mitchell continued to throttle the Falcons, finishing with team-high 26
points, including 3-for-5 threepointers and 9-for-9 from the
free-throw line.
"(Mitchell) shoots the ball
very well and he's fearless," BG
coach Dan Dakich said.
BG spent most of the game
on their heels, but were able to
mount a couple of comeback
attempts and stay in the game.
A lay-up by Keith McLeod
pulled BG to within eight at 168 with just over ten minutes left
in the first half. A three-pointer
by Cory Ryan pulled BG to within seven at 27-20 with under a
minute to play in the half.
"No lead is ever safe, especially against (BG)," Kent coach
Stan Heath said. "One thing we
thought we did a good job of
was just countering. When they
made a play, we made a play."
The inability to mount a sustained rally began to wear on
BG and Kent slowly began to
pull away in the second half.
Kent center Nate Gerwig had his
second straight good game
against the Falcons finishing
with 21 points and nine
rebounds. He kept BG's Len
Matela contained all game. By
17:48 of the second half, Matela
had picked up his fourth foul.
He fouled out later in the half,
finishing with eight points and
five rebounds.
"When Gerwig gets 21 points
to Lenny's eight, that's a tough,
tough match-up for us," Dakich
said.
McLeod tried to pull BG back
by himself, scoring 17 points in
KENT STATE, PAGE 2

Chris Schooler BG News

SCORE: Josh Almanson scores against Kent Sate January 26th, 2002.

Israel proposes killing restrictions Colleges get creative
ByMarkLavie
ASSOCIATED CRESS WRITER

JERUSALEM — The Israeli
military's legal adviser reportedly
proposed tightening criteria for
targeted killings of Palestinian
extremists — just as five members of a radical Palestinian
group were slain Monday in
what Palestinians said was the

latest Israeli assassination of suspected militants.
Israel remained silent about its
role in Monday's deaths, but the
development focused new attention on the controversial Israeli
policy in which dozens of
Palestinians accused of terrorism
have been killed.
Palestinian security officials

said Israeli helicopters fired missiles at a car carrying five members of the Democratic Front for
the Liberation of Palestine near
Rafah in the Gaza Strip. The
attack left the car a mass of twisted, smoldering metal and killed
four passengers instantly; a fifth
died later.
"1 heard a huge explosion and

Associated Press Photo

EXPLOSION: Palestinians survey the wreckage of a car after an explosion that killed four
Palestinians in Rafah, in the southern Gaza Strip yesterday.

then I saw fire coming from the
car," said Suleiman Abu Arza, 32,
who said he saw "bodies, arms of
people spread all over."
Israel had no comment on the
strike, but the Dill! a radical
wing of Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat's PLO, threatened revenge
in a leaflet that promised to "very
soon... shake the land under the
feet of the occupiers."
Arafat said the Rafah strike
showed "the Israeli government
does not want to calm down the
situation."
"They are continuing their
aggression and military escalation against the Palestinian people," he told reporters at his
headquarters in the West Bank
town of Ramallah, where he has
been trapped for two months by
Israeli tanks.
Since Israeli-Palestinian violence broke out 16 months ago,
dozens of militants and many
bystanders have died in "targeted killings," which Israel says are
self-defense against those who
plan attacks on its civilians.
Israeli officials call them a last
resort made necessary by the
Palestinian Authority's refusal or
inability to rein in militants.
ISRAEL, PAGE 2

in tough job market
By James Hannah
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

SPRINGFIELD, Ohio — lodee
Zalar has a 3.6 grade average at
Wittenberg University, studied
in England and has completed
several internships. She expects
to graduate this spring with a
degree in psychology.
Zalar also is among thousands
of concerned college seniors
feeling the effects ofajobmarket
that has slumped with the economy. Zalar, 21, of the Cleveland
suburb of Broadview Heights,
said some prospective employers have accepted her resume
and given her interviews — but
no job offers.
"It's turning out to be a lot
more difficult than I anticipated." Zalar said. "The biggest
struggle right now is to stay positive and realize that I've done
the best I could to become who I
think I need to be as a marketable person."
Companies expect to hire
about 20 percent fewer new college graduates this year than last,
according to a survey by the
Bethlehem-Pa.-based National
Association of Colleges and

Employers. They are also cutting
back on campus recruiting and
that has left colleges looking for
new ways to help graduates land
jobs.
According to the survey, the
fewest opportunities for new
graduates appear to be with
communications companies,
automotive and mechanical
equipment manufacturers and
financial-services firms.
The national unemployment
rate for those between the ages
of 20 and 24 was 9.6 percent in
December, up from 6.9 percent
the previous December.
"A lot of students are looking
at the job market and thinking
there's just no point," association
spokesman Jerry Bohovich said.
"But there are still opportunities
out there."
Robert Candage, who graduated from Wittenberg last
semester with a degree in management is waiting tables while
he job hunts. He said companies
appear to be waiting out the
recession.
"I'm going to have to do the
COLLEGE. PAGE 2
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Colleges work hard to place graduates
COLLEGE. FROM PAGE 1

same, just wait it out," said
Candage, 22, of North Canton.
"Obviously. I'm disappointed
that the job market isn't booming. But you have to play the
hand you've been dealt."
College officials nationwide
are adjusting to cope with the
tight job market:
—Wittenberg has convinced
employers who have canceled
college visits to conduct mock
interviews with students.
—Santa Clara University in
northern California has begun
"resume audits" in which student resumes are reviewed and
improved by college officials to
catch prospective employers'
attention.

—Ohio State University's business college took students to
New York to meet with investment banks and more trips are
being considered.
—The University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill has
begun holding "Networking
Nights," in which about 30 area
professionals in a specified field
are invited to meet students.
—George Mason University in
Fairfax. Va, uses newspapers to
find companies that have been
awarded contracts and calls
them to ask about possible job
openings.
—Walsh University in North
Canton is luring recruiters to
campus for "TGI Friday" job fairs
with the promise of free food.

The school waives its usual jobfair fee of up to $250 and hosts a
reception for recruiters.
—Cornell University in New
York plans to have early 1990s
graduates share with students
how to find jobs during tough
times.
Alex Ruiz, a 1990 graduate who
now works for an Internet marketing company in New York
City, is to be among them. After
graduation, Ruiz took several
temporary jobs before landing
an investment-banking position
eight months later.
"That was more valuable than
sitting on the sidelines and waiting for the perfect job to come
up," Ruiz said.
Alice Tenney, director of place-

ment services at Wittenberg, said
many recruiters have canceled
campus visits, but that she has
convinced some to come for
mock interviews to give seniors
practice.
"This is not a year you can
blow real interviews when you
get them because there are not
going to be as many of them,"
she said.
Cincinnati-based Procter &
Gamble Co. is among companies
that are scaling back on their
campus visits. Spokeswoman
Linda Ullery said the company
will visit about 50 campuses this
year, down from previous years.
She did not know how many
campuses the company has visited in the past

Restrictions for killing of militants proposed in Israel
ISRAEL FROM PAGE 1

Palestinians bitterly denounce
what they term a pou'ey of often
political assassinations — such
as August's killing of Mustafa
Zibri, who headed the Popular
Front for the Liberation of
Palestine. The United States has
criticized the policy and human
rights groups say it violates international law.
In Israel, critics charge the
killings are ineffectual and sim-

ply provoke more violence. "No
assassination ended the suicide
attacks" against Israel, commentator Michal Aharoni wrote in the
Maariv newspaper. "Shedding
their blood brings on the shedding of our blood."
A case in point was the Ian. 14
death of Raed Karmi, who headed the Al Aqsa Brigades — a militia affiliated with Arafat's Fatah —
in the West Bank town of
Tulkarem. Karmi, who had
boasted of killing two Tel Aviv

EARN EXPERIENCE &
A PAYCHECK!
Studenl Publications is now accepting
applications for a sales account executive.
• Great earning potential
• Flexible hours
• Valuable sales experience

tary's legal adviser prepared a
legal opinion advising a tightening of the criteria for "targeted
killings."
According to Haaretz, the
judge advocate general said such
killings could be carried out only
if there was clear evidence the
target was about to plan or carry
out a terror attack and he could
not be arrested. The guidelines
ban killings as retribution for
past attacks, it said.

restaurateurs last year, died in an
explosion widely attributed to
Israel.
His death had been preceded
by more than a month without
Israeli civilian deaths — the
longest such period since fighting erupted in September 2000
— and it swiftly put an end to the
lull; 11 Israelis and an American
died in a string of revenge
attacks.
On Monday, the Israeli daily
Haaretz reported that the mili-
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COLUMBUS. Ohio —Tuition
caps would be reimposed on
Ohio's public colleges and universities under legislation introduced Monday.
The proposal by Sen. Kevin
Coughlin, a Cuyahoga Falls
Republican, would limit the
amount by which universities
can raise tuition annually, based
on the amount of tuition they
already charge.
Previous tuition caps were a
flat percentage for all institutions, such as 6 percent a year.
Under Coughlin's plan, universities charging up to $5,399 a
year in tuition could raise it no
more than $450 a year.
Universities charging up to
$6,499 could raise tuition no
more than $400. Universities
charge more than $6,500 could
raise tuition by $350 a year.
"Caps based on percentages
are inherently unfair," Coughlin
said. "Any university that charges
more in tuition costs and fees is

naturally going to yield a higher
percentage increase than a university who charges less."
Coughlin's legislation follows a
Friday announcement by Ohio
State University that it was considering a two-tiered tuition
increase that would raise tuition
by 35 percent for new students
starting this summer.
On Wednesday, Gov. Bob Taft
had asked the state's 13 four-year
public universities to avoid
tuition increases of 10 percent or
more during the academic year.
He said he would consider asking the Legislature to reinstate
tuition caps if schools allow
unreasonable fee increases.
Following
Ohio
State's
announcement, both Senate
Finance Chairman Jim Cames, a
St. Clairsville Republican, and
House Education Chairman
Jamie Callender, a Willowick
Republican, said they would
reconsider imposing tuition
caps.

Men's b-ball looses to kent
KENT STATE, FROM PAGE 1

the eight minutes as BG drew as
close as 41-35 with just over 13
minutes to play.
The Falcons would not get any
closer, and Kent's lead ballooned
to 17 at 72-55 with just over three
minutes remaining. McLeod
finished with a game-high 29
points.
"(McLeod's) hard to guard,"
Heath said. "He moves around
so well. There were times we
switched around to guard him
and it didn't matter."

Mitchell made four free
throws to close out Kent's scoring.
"This was the hardest 12point game we've ever been in,"
Heath said. "This was a big win
for us, for sure. I'm glad we don't
have to play them again in the
regular season."
The win pushed Kent's conference record to 10-1, and
strengthened their grip on first
place in the Mid-American
Conference's East Division. BG
fell to 16-5,6-4 in the MAC.

Chrysalis offers a full service women's fitness center with: _ _ _
•Aerobics

"Cardiovascular machines /
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•Massage
"Weight machines
•Personal Training .2 Yoga classes per week '
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Club hours:

Join the IPC Club for Bowling:
The first 15 people to contact

pee

Kevin Trevino @ 353-2293

Monday-Thursday
i
(w/coupon)
I
5:30am-9prn
I xt •
* . \
Friday 5:30am-7pm I t-M-Q3aJ'i&t

Students must have excellent communication
skills, be highly motivated and have own transportation. The position runs March-May.

Saturday 8am-4pm
Sunday 10am-3pm

Stop by 204 West Hall for an application,
or call Tonya at 372-0430 for more information.

Gift Certificates Available
1039 Haskins Road (near Ihe Fairgrounds)

receive FREE Bowling and Pizza
at
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419.352 9883

LOCATION. PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!

Want a change of scenery?

517 E. REED At Thursiin One Bedroom. I Balh.
Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year Two Person Rate J540 00
One Year Two Person Rate $450 00

521 E, MERRY Close to OITenhauer

♦ Apartment Features ♦

♦ Community Features ♦

♦ Individual lease by the bedroom
♦ Patios or balconies w/french doors
♦ Free W/D in every apartment
♦ Ceiling fans in every bedroom
♦ Furnished units available
♦ Microwaves included

♦ Sand volleyball & basketball court

Furnished one balh
School Year - Two Person Rale J685 00
One Year - Two Person Rate $570.00
451 THURST1N- Across from OITenhauer
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath
School Year One Person Rale- S380 00
One Year One Person Rale $340 00
505 CLPvC-H Campus Manor
Two Bedroom Furnished One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rale - S6S0.00
One Year • Two Person Rate • $560.00
449 455 S. ENTERPRISE One Bedroom Furn or Unfurn
School Year One Person Rate $420.00
One Year - One Person Rale - $370.00
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year One Person Rate • $420 00
One Year • One Person Rale $365 00

707. 711,715. 719.723. 727 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $395 00
One Year - Furnished • One Person • $350.00
402 HIGH • Two Bedrooms. I Balh. Furn or Unfurn.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $590.00
One Year Furnished Two Person - $475.00
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath,
School Year ■ One Person Rale $450 00
One Year • One Person Rate $400.00
701 FOURTH Two Bedroom Furnished.
I Balh Plus Vanity in BR
School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $520.00
649 SIXTH Two Bedrooms. I Balh. Vanity in Hall
School Year Furnished Two Person Rale $560 00
One Year-Furnished Two Person Rate $470.00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms. I Bath. Vanity in Hall
School Year Furnished Two Person Rate $545 00
One Year - Furnished ■ Two Person Rate - $460 00
802 SIXTH ■ Two Bedroom. Dishwasher. I Balh Plus Vanity
School Year - Furnished Two Person Rate $61000
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate $510.00
Mil.850 SIXTH Rock Ledge Manor
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths. Dishwashers.
School Year Furnished Two Person Rale • $640 00
One Year • Furnished Two Person Rate - $530 00
81 g SEVENTH Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Vanity In Hall
School Year Furnished • Two Person Rate - $545 00
One Year ■ Furnished Two Person Rate - $450 00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom Furnished oi Unfurnished
School Year Two Person Rale- $550 00
One Year- Two Person Rate $470 00

♦ State-of -the-art 24 hour
computer center
♦ Game room with pool table
7*^> 24 hr. Cardiovascular fitness center
♦ Resort style pool with hot tub

A k

♦ We're like nothing you've seen before!*

MoOUHlt

706 Napoleon
Bowling Green, OH

353-5100

STIRLING UNIVERSITY
OnG&w&

Two Bedroom Unfurnished. 1 I'2 Balhs. Dishwashers
School Year Two Person Rate $640 00
One Year - Two Person Rale $530.00

1 o Sterling
» p University
[^Enclave
NtpotoonA/lg

www.suhenclave.com

Open 7 Days a Week

724 S. College • Cambridge Commons.

BGSU

An SUH» Community SUH» Is a tr»d«m»rk of SUH, Inc.

We have many of her units available. Slop In Ihe Rental
Office for a complete brochure.
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REAI ESTATE, INC.
Rental Oflire 354-2260
I
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TEXAS A&M BONFIRE TO REMAIN ON HOLD
COLLEGE STATION, Texas (AP) —Texas A&M
University's nearly century-old bonfire tradition will
not be resurrected this fall, the school's president said
yesterday. The 90-year-old bonfire tradition was suspended after 12 students were killed and 27 others
injured on Nov. 18,1999.

NATION

Slipping economy forces states to dip into rainy day funds
By Michael Rubinkam
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PHILADELPHIA —Many state
governments are coming to the
conclusion that, fiscally speaking,
it's raining.
During the boom years in the
1990s, states deposited billions of
dollars in "rainy day funds" in
case of recession or catastrophe.
Now, from Michigan to Maine,
Nevada to New York, states are
dipping into those accounts or
thinking about it
Last week, Pennsylvania Gov.
Mark Schweiker proposed tapping the state's rainy day fund for
only the second tinv since its creation in 1985 to cover $550 million of an expected $622 million
shortfall. The fund contains $1
billion.
"The
great
news
for
IVnnsylvailians is that we will be
able for the first time since Vvfarld
War II to weather a recession
without having to raise taxes, and
it's in large measure due to our
buildup of the rainy day fund,"
Schweiker spokesman Steve
Aaron said Thursday.
Experts say the good news is
that states are much better
equipped to handle an economic

slowdown than they were during
the last recession in the early
1990s, having increased their
cash reserves from $7 billion in
1995 to $23 billion last year.
Oregon. Arkansas and Montana
are now the only states without a
rainy day fund.
A report issued Thursday by
the Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities found that states held
an average of 7.7 percent of
annual expenditures in reserve at
the end of fiscal 2001, compared
with 4.9 percent before the last
recession.
"During the economic boom,
states squirreled a lot of money
into these funds, and that's proving important now in the economic downturn," said Corina
Eckl, who tracks state finances for
the National Conference of State
Legislatures.
Faced with declining revenue,
Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan and
Mississippi all raided their rainy
day funds in fiscal 2001. The
trend continued this year when
six states enacted budgets that
relied on surplus cash.
With tax receipts falling sharply
in the first quarter of the current
budget year, Eckl said at least half
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-'Fall 2001 Dean's List
Emily Baffi*
Jessica Raburn*
Katie Buescher
Sarah Rhodes
Liz Harris
Eve Survoy
Brook Hiller
Lilly Sussman
Laura Hlebovy
Heidi Wammes*
Melissa McMurdy Kimberlee Gilchrist*
Ashley Findling
Courtney Switalski
Tiffany Kisel
Sarah Woodruff
Kristen Leimbach
Jerri Miller
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the states are now proposing to
use their emergency accounts.
— In New York, Gov. George
Pataki wants to use $646 million
of the state's $3 billion rainy day
fund to close this year's budget
shortfall, and an additional $1.7
billion to cover next year's projected deficit.
— Michigan Gov. John Engler
proposed using cash reserves of
$284 million to close the deficit
for the budget year that ends
Sept. 30. He wants to tap the fund
again next budget year.
— Maine Gov. Angus King
wants to deplete nearly all of that
state's $102 million emergency
savings account to balance the
budget
Reserve funds hold appeal
because they can be used as an
alternative to tax increases or
spending cuts. Deficit spending
is not an option, because all
states except Vermont are
required by law to pass balanced
budgets.
"The rule is that you put off the
pain as long as possible, especially considering that there is an
election this year in a lot of
states," said Nick lenny, a policy
analyst at the Nelson A.

he Associated Press
RAINY DAYS: Gov. Mark Schweiker speaks about tapping the state's Rainy Day Fund to cover $550 million dollars of an expected shortfall, in Harrisburg, Pa, Tuesday, Jan. 29.

Rockefeller
Institute
of
Government at the State
University of New York in Albany.
Credit rating agencies do not
typically penalize a state for

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2002-2003
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

^fE^CA
■gcmcnt Int.

316 N. ENTERPRISE 3 BR. use ot garage limit 3 people Will be freshly updated. $950.00 pet monlh, deposit $950 00 Tenants pay all utilities.
Available June 15, 2002.
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-frame. Limit 3 people. $550.00 pet month paid in 11
payments ol $590 00 Deposit $590.00. Tenants pay all utilities Available
May 18. 2002
628 ELM STREET - 3BR Limit 3 people. Use o( garage Air Conditioned
$850.00 per month paid in 11 payments of $913.00. Deposit $850.00
Tenants pay utilities. Available May 18. 2002
140 1/2MANVILLE - 2 BR Above garage behind 140 Manville. Limit 2
people $56000 per month paid in 11 payments ol $601 00. Deposit
$560.00 Tenants pay utilities. Available August 22. 2002.
150 1/2 MANVILLE -1 BR. Limit 2 people. $440.00 per monlh paid in 11
payments ol $473.00. Deposit $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available May
18, 2002.

J
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State University

Standard & Poor's. But states
should ideally use their cash
reserves in tandem with budget
cuts and increased revenue, she
added.

2002/2003 LISTING
Signing Leases NOW

Coming For
August 16th MOVE IN

Brand New Hillsdale
1082 Fairview Ave.
2 Bdrm Apts/ 3 Bdrm Townhouses
Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer Hook ups
Garbage Disposal/ Dishwasher
Starting at $680/Mo + Utilities
Stop by the ottice at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
Call 353-5800
http://www.wcnet.org/-mecca/

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319E.WOOSTERST
(across from Taco Bell)

Wfo) Bowling Green

using its rainy day fund in an
emergency, unless the state has a
pattern of deficit spending built
into the budget or other serious
problem, said Robin Prunty of

Management Inc.

CREENBRIAR

352-9717
Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat. 9am-1 pm

SREENBRIAR, INC.

^%^*
LUe haue moued to ** ^^ J£
%J
445 East UJooster St.
*^
(across the street from Dairy Queen)^r
tuiiiuj.ujcnet.org/~gbrental

^

Come in and receive

G

REEN STATE

Shape your future today!

J!!]
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Recruitment Dates:
January 30 & 31
February 4& 5

7-9 pm

For more information, contact Paul Daniels <n' 353-5181 or pjoscphlgbgnci bgsu .-.in

Lost

about nutrition answers?
Need a place to start?

Try:

VVELLNESS@bgnet.bgsu.edu

$300

off

vour;

~> p O S I t

On Heinz flpartments
i
8088 818 North Enterprise or
424 C- 451 Frazee Rue
,#.»,-• i
(Discount taken per unit) e»P -''■"«•' ,

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.
Houses for Rent:
702 E. Wooster
702 '/; E. Wooster
122 </i Frazee Ave.
702 I/I Sixth St.
704 1/2 Sixth St.

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Call or stop by our office today!
E-mail your questions and concernts regarding any aspect of nutrition, and our Registered
Dietician and nutrition peer educators will provide ACCURATE and RELIABLE answers.

\

Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380
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QUOTEi \(,)i on:

OPINION

"Some people have migraine headaches;
other people get the flu. I faint every now
and then."
Former attorney general and Florida gubernatorial candidate Janet Reno, on
her fainting during a speech.

U-WIR.K KDITOR.IAIJ I'XIVKR.SITY OI'CAUKOKXIA LA.

U.S. must give reparations for justice
America's prosperity owes
much to the unpaid
ilave labor it institutionally enforced for more than 250
years. Former state senator and
political watchdog Tom Hayden
agrees: kicking off Black History
Month at the University of
California at Los Angeles on
Friday, he argued reparations
should b& paid to descendants of
slaves. And he's right
Hayden correctly pointed out
the problem with slavery is no

longer a moral issue — the vast
majority of Americans accept
that slavery was wrong and inhumane. By banning slavery altogether 135 years ago, the 13th
Amendment forever silenced the
debate on whether it is justified.
The real issue with slavery is now
one of economic justice.
Slavery itself may be in the
past, but whether we choose to
admit it or not, the economic
effects of slave labor affected the
foundation of the entire nation.

For one, the Souths economic
infrastructure was based on
slaves who constituted the
majority of the workf orce in the
cotton and agricultural industries. Though the primary workf
orce, they were not the primary
profit makers. Profits went to
plantation owners who sold raw
goods such as cotton, and to the
northern and foreign textile
industries — that in turn profited
from the goods they manufactured and then sold. It was a win-

win situation for everyone but
slaves, whose only reward was
receiving enough shelter and
food to survive, reproduce and
keep working
The extent to which lawmakers
today have gone to correct the
unfavorable economic status
into which slaves and their
descendants were involuntarily
placed is introduce a symbolic
resolution in Congress.
The resolution would create a
task force to study the contribu-

tions of slave laborers in constructing the Capitol and to recommend a form of recognition
for these slaves.
Many who oppose paying
slave descendants reparations
argue they shouldn't be responsible for actions carried out by their
ancestors, actions they oppose —
others say they don't even have
ancestors who owned slaves.
Some even point to successful
blacks who are wealthier or more
prominent than most other

Americans today. This attitude is
selfish. The relative prosperity
most Americans enjoy today to
exist, caused an entire people to
be dehumanized. Only by paying
reparations can we stop the pattern of exploitation America has
engaged in, such as with NativeAmericans, lapanese-Americans
during the internment, and
Latin-Americans
with
the
Bracero Program.

PEOPLE

ON THE STREET
What's up with this
weather?

Associated Press Photo

Associated Press Photo

PUPPETS ON THE PICKET LINE: An Ad for Lipton Brisk Iced
Tea featuring puppets of Danny DeVito and other celebrities on
strike scored in the Top 10 on USA Today's Ad Meter.

FOR THE CAUSE: Demonstrators in New York walk from Central Park to the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
in protest of Sunday's World Economic Forum.

Police systematically dehumanize demonstrators
U-Wire
Column
Sam Krosinsky
U. New Mexico
I called a friend in New
York City Sunday afternoon to find out if anyone I knew got arrested or
beaten at the World Economic
Forum protest this past weekend. Thankfully, he was home
getting ready for the Super
Bowl, and everyone was fine.
Of course, not everyone
fared as well as my friends.
But before I get into that,
perhaps I should explain what
this World Economic Forum
business is about. As far as I
can gather, it's this big meeting
where a bunch of corporations
get together to figure out the
best strategy to reshape the
world in their image while pretending to be benevolent
It's kinda icky, but not really
enough to entice me to fork
out the airfare. Still. I have to
respect the more than 20,000
people who had the courage to
speak up for their convictions
in a city where people were
arrested a few months ago just
for wearing masks.
They must have known
what they were facing. New
York City has been a damn
scary place since Sept. 11. Hell,
when I was there a month ago,
with no political activity in
mind, every crossing guard I
passed was yelling at pedestrians as if crossing slowly was
the most heinous crime ever

committed.
So no surprise that the
National Lawyers Guild and
the People's Law Collective
confirmed over 120 arrests,
with more probably yet to
come. No surprise that many
others were surrounded in the
streets and detained on
busses. No surprise that a couple of people were held without medical attention when
they needed it
No surprise that some of the
police attacked protesters with
billy clubs and probably other
things I haven't heard about
yet. No surprise that there
were points when the police
actually outnumbered the
protesters.
No surprise that a femaleto-male transsexual was
arrested just for using the
men's bathroom. No surprise
that an independent media
center reporter was arrested
while just videotaping a
demonstration. No surprise
that someone was arrested for
holding a black and red flag.
No surprise that the protesters' nonviolence was met with
violence
And yet. 1 am surprised. I am
surprised that so many people
are just going to accept this as
the necessary side effect of
national protection. That
some people may even think
it's justified.
Here in Albuquerque, two
more of my friends are on trial
this month for nonviolent
protests. T.iinara Moore will be
tried at 9:30 am. Tuesday by

Feb 20 by the same judge. I
won't be surprised if some

deserve it But I know they're

RYAN HEMMEL

both just good people, trying

JUNIOR

to do what they think is right.
lust like the police are probare getting pushed too hard
and overworked in jobs that
require them to view anyone
who doesn't kiss the flag as a
potential violent criminal, that
require them to do anything
but have compassion.
Most of all. I am surprised
and shocked that we insist on
maintaining a system that is so
dehumanizing, to both police
and protesters. I am not just
black clothes I'm wearing. The
is not just a blue uniform and a
tear gas canister. But the supposed danger I pose, the risk of
arrest I'm facing, these things
are difficult — if not impossible — to transcend.
I can't believe this is all that's
really possible. There has been
something human and soft
under every person I've ever
met, no matter how much I
might disagree with them on
the details. As long as that part
of us exists, there has to be a

campus or Bowling Green area.
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Commercials. Probably
the highlight of the
_-SuperBowl for people
like me who really don't give a
crap about football.
I'm the person who goes outside and has a cigarette break
during the actual game so as
not to miss the spots that companies pay millions for to
receive 30 seconds of our attention.
And it really seems to work
In 1984, one day before Apple
introduced it's Macintosh line
of computers, they ran an ad
that changed the landscape of
Superbowl commercials forever. The ad was simple, a take on
George
Orwell's
famous
utopia/dystopia novel "1984"
and featured a women throwing a sledgehammer at the
screen where "Big Brother" was
talking to the masses.
The next day, Apple sold out
of their new Macintosh computers.
Since then, Superbowl advertising has become a furious
business that can either make
or break a company and make
stars out of virtual nobodies.
The commercials this year, in
this author's opinion, we.-e lackluster in comparison to other
years, with orify a few notable
exceptions. Some commercials
were somber and patriotic, par
for the course since Sept 11.
Patriotic
The patriotic ads were rather

with [he subject line nuriced "letter to the
editor" or Ugliest column"

I

boring with the exception of
the Budweiser ads featuring the
famous Clydesdales bowing
- their heads in the shadow of the
Statue of Liberty, paying
homage to the victims of Sept
11. Other patriotic ads included
a spot sponsored by Monster,
com featuring former New York
mayor Rudy Guliani.
Humor
A few commercials did
quench my insationable urge
for humor during "the Big
Game." Anhesuer-Busch ads
for Budweiser and Bud Light
surprised and delighted fans, as
did the ETrade Monkey ads
and a Blockbuster Video ad featuring a hamster that likes to get
down and boogie.
Public Service

Some of the commercials
were not only a downer, but
they were blatantly self-serving
and critical of people who
smoke, drink and do drugs.
One of this author's least
favorite spots was a commercial
sponsored by the White House
Office of Drug Use and Abuse
featuring a would-be terrorist
buying box cutters from the
hardware store, then buying
guns, bombs and a car to commit a terrorist act with money
made from drug sales.
As effective as this may have
been, this author believes that it
was not only completely tasteless, but a slap in the face for
those who lost loved ones on
Sept 11. Needless to say, I was
appalled.

Kurtis is waiting patiently for
Blockbuster to rerun the dancing hamster ad. He can be
reached
at
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BUSH NOMINATED FOR NOBEL PEACE PRICE
OSLO, Norway (AP) — President Bush and British
Prime Minister Tony Blair have been nominated for
the 2002 Nobel Peace Prize for fighting terrorism and
securing world peace. Harald Tom Nesvik, a member
of parliament, said he has nominated the two leaders
who have been at the forefront of the war in
Afghanistan.

WORLD

Costa Rica forces to
hold runoff election
By Traci Cari
IHE ASSOCIATED PHESS

SAN IOSE, Costa Rica — Costa
Rica's two main political parties
appeared yesterday to be the
winners of the presidential race,
and were poised to force the
country's first runoff election in
more than 50 years.
Abel Pacheco of the ruling
Social Christian Unity Party led
Sunday's race with 38.5 percent
of the vote, just under the 40 percent needed to become president and avoid a second balloting April 7.
The 68-year-old psychiatrist
said he didn't mind a second
round, telling cheering supporters: "We will continue until victory!"
Still, he declined to admit
defeat until every vote had been
counted. Early yesterday, election officials had released the
results of nearly 90 percent of the
votes, but hadn't officially
declared whether a second
round would be needed.
Coming in second with 31 percent was Rolando Araya, a 54year-old former chemical engineer from the opposition
National Liberation Party.
Otton Solis, 48, an economist
who broke away from National
Liberation a year ago and formed
his Citizens' Action Party, came

The Associated Press

RUNOFF: Justo Pastor Martinez, a newspaper vendor, sells the
Extra with the headline "second Round" and Al Dia's "Do it
Again," referring to the second round runoff elections, in San Jose,
Costa Rica yesterday.
in third with 26.3 percenL
Pre-election polls had predicted a near tie between the three
candidates, marking the first
time in more than a half century
that a third party had a viable
shot at Costa Rica's presidency.
Admitting
defeat,
Solis
pledged to continue his campaign against government corruption.
"We have opened the door to

democracy, and Costa Rica has
triumphed," he said.
Araya said the country was
facing a "grave, delicate" time
and that he would work for a
"new scenario," fighting even the
appearance of corruption.
More than 30 percent of voters
didn't cast a ballot on Sunday,
roughly the same percentage
that didn't participate in the last
election four years ago.

Yemen struggles to hunt
down al-Quaida members
By Anwar Faruqi
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

HOSUN AL-JAIAL, Yemen —
Yemenis say the task is huge:
hunting down two al-Qaida suspects wanted by the United
States and last seen in a region
where gun-toting tribesmen rule
and government forces don't
enter without permission.
To further complicate the
search, Qaed Salim Simian alHarethi, a suspected top alQaida official, and Mohammed
Hamdi al-Ahdal. wanted by the
United States for the attack on
the USS Cole, could have
escaped into the Empty Quarter
— a desert patch the Size of
France.
"If that is where they are, looking for them is like trying to find
a needle in a haystack," local
governor Naji bin Abdullah
Asoofi said.
In an interview last week,
Yemeni
Foreign
Minister
Abubaker Al-Qirbi said officials
knew where the two were, but
government forces could not just
apprehend the suspects for fear
of turning powerful tribes
against the government
Al-Qirbi said his country
wanted to help in the war on terrorism, but that the United
States had to understand its limitations.
Deputy Defense Secretary
Paul Wolfowitz said in December

"If that is where
they are, looking
for them is like trying to find a needle in a haystack."

but insist that the terrorist network does not have any organized presence in Yemen.
Officials have said al-Harethi
and al-Ahdal were among a
legion of Arab fighters who
returned
home
from
Afghanistan in the 1990s where
they fought the occupying Soviet
army.
Residents of Hosun al-lalal village said al-Harethi and al-Ahdal
spent time with an unidentified
Egyptian man and communicated with the outside world by
satellite telephone. The three
rented separate homes in the village of several hundred people,
starting sometime in August.
"The men were not very sociable. They did not pray at the
mosque, they always seemed to
be together, and the only times
they would leave their homes
would be to go buy food," said Ali
Saleh, whose uncle rented a
house to one of the men.
He said government forces
came to the village after the
attacks in the United States and
demanded that all three men be
turned over.
"We asked them to go to the
police to see what they wanted,
but when they refused we told
them to leave the village," said
Saleh.
According to Saleh, the men
left in mid-November.

NAII BIN ABDULLAH ASOOFI.
GOVERNOR
that the United States had been
"urging the Yemenis to do more"
about suspected al-Qaida members in the country.
The administration has long
been concerned about "pockets
where we believe al-Qaida people have sheltered and may be
there now" particularly along the
remote Saudi border, Wolfowitz
said.
The U.S. push for greater
cooperation began after the Cole
attack in October 2000 that killed
17 U.S. sailors in the Yemeni port
of Aden. The United States
blamed that attack on Osama
bin Laden — the prime suspect
in the Sept. 11 teiTorist attacks
on the United States.
But the Arab nation is at pains
to demonstrate its partnership in
the U.S. war on terrorism, trying
to maintain the delicate balance
of tribes and religious groups
that underpin the government.
Yemeni officials concede their
country is home to some individuals with links to al-Qaida,
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PLACE TO LIVE NEXT
YEAR? SOUNDS LIKE A...
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Student On&nizatio
One Bedroom Apartments:
320 Elm St. #C
Large furnished or unfurnished apartment close to Campus
FREE GAS HEAT, WATER. & SEWER.

114 S. Main
Over downtown business.
Unfurnished apartment w/ washer/dryer in building.

117 N. Main
Over downtown business.
Unfurnished apartment w/ dishwashers. Washer/dryer in building.

Two Bedroom Apartments

Don't Miss the
Treasurer's Workshop!
This Wednesday, Feb. 6
or
Thursday, Feh 7
68pm
BowenThompson Student Union
Room 308

320 Elm St.
Large furnished apartments close to Campus.
FREE GAS HEAT, WATER. & SEWER

709 Fifth St.
Large unfurnished apartments w/ two baths.
Private parking lot.

801 Fifth St.
Unfurnished apartments w/ patio or balconies.
Free water & sewer

Both workshops are the same,
ALL Student Organizations
need to attend one.

803 Fifth St.
Unfurnished apartments w/ patios or balconies
FREE WATER & SEWER.

309 High St.
Unfurnished or furnished w/ patios or balconies.
FREE GAS HEAT, WATER, & SEWER

315 South Main St.
Upper Duplex unfurnished w/deck
Close 13 Downtown

,

507 East Merry St.
Large furnished apartments across from Campus.
FREE WATER & SEWER.

525 East Merry St.
Large furnished apartments across from Campus.
FREE WATER & SEWER.

520 East Reed St.
Large furnished apartments across from Campus.
FREE WATER & SEWER.

843 Sixth St.
Large unfurnished apartments with 2 baths and
dishwashers. Washer/dryer in the building.

NEWIPVE
Rentals
352-5620
332 S. Main
www.newloverealty.com

Office of

Campus
involvem ent
Division of SlurJenl Altars
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Falcons
ride high
at UK
meet
By Jayme Ramsofl
THE BG HEWS

Bowling Green's men's and
women's track teams traveled
south to the University of
Kentucky's
Nutter Field
House last weekend for the
Rod McCravey Memorial
Meet. They competed against
high profile teams from
Eastern Kentucky, Alabama
A&M,
Alabama,
Miami
(Ohio), DePaul. Virginia Tech,
Appalachian State, Georgia,
Georgia Tech, and East
Tennessee.
At the non-scoring meet,
nine members of the women's
team finished in the top eight
in their events. The women's
4x400 meter relay team ran a
time of 3:53.40 to beat their
nearest competitor, Eastern
Kentucky, by two seconds.
Sophomore thrower Kerri
McCIung continued to dominate the shot put event, winning for the third straight
week with a throw of 15.02
meters. Her effort this week
earned her a provisional
qualifying spot for the NCAA
indoor tournament.
"It's been a good start to the
season," said McCIung, "a lot
of hard work is paying off
right now and I'm glad to be
injury-free and ready to compete."
McCIung won the shot put
at the BGSU Invitational and
at the Central Collegiate
Championship Meet.
For the third straight week,
the BG women continued to
earn most of their points in
the field events. In addition
to McClung's first place finish, senior Lori Williams
placed sixth in the 20-pound
weight throw with a distance
of 16.40 meters and eighth in
the shot put with a throw of
12.73 meters. Senior Janean
lohnson placed eighth in the
weight throw with a distance
of 15.70 meters.
Bowling Green's duo of
freshman
high jumpers
placed fifth and eighth in the
event. Rachel Perme and
Tamika Dixon jumped 1.63
meters and 1.58 meters,
respectively.
Sophomore Alicia Taylor
crossed the finish line for the
60-meter hurdles in seventh
place with a time of 8.80 seconds. While junior Briana
Killian ran to an eighth pace
finish in the 800-meter run
with a time of 2:17.91.

Men
Six members of the men's
team placed in the top eight
in their events at the meet.
The highest finisher for the
Falcons was junior Zerian
Peterson with a second place
finish in the 400-meter dash
and a time of 48.20 seconds.
In the men's 35-pound
weight throw. Bowling Green
took third and fourth place.
Sophomore lamal Salahuddin
was third with a throw of
15.36 meters and senior Pat
Kania finished fourth with a
throw of 15.08 meters.
Juniors Drew Downey and
Kerry Koontz placed third
and sixth in the pole-vault.
Downey vaulted 4.88 meters,
while Koontz vaulted 4.57
meters. In the high jump,
sophomore Dean Coticchia
placed fourth with a jump of
1.93 meters.
The next meet for both the
men's and women's teams will
be
the
All-Ohio
Championships at the Perry
Field House this Saturday.
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Numbers do not
add up for Falcons
By Nick Hum
THE BG NEWS

The numbers didn't go
Bowling Green's way in its 76-64
loss to Kent State.
40: The number of solid minutes that BG coach Dan Dakich
said his team needed to play to
beat the Golden Flashes.
20: The number of minutes of
good defense that Dakich
believed he got from his team.
"We didn't play 40 minutes as
well as we could play," Dakich
said. "I thought we got about 20
good minutes of good defense."
19: The number of minutes
that BG center Len Matela
played in the game. Matela
ended the game four of six
shooting, five rebounds, and
eights points. They are numbers
that BG's big man is used to
putting up in the first half.
Matela got in early foul trouble
and was called for two offensive
fouls that negated field goals.
3: The number of times
Matela punched the back of his
bench chair after picking up his
fourth foul and getting taken out
of the game. After his final foul,
Matela left the court in disgust
"I give Kent credit," Dakich
said. "Stan (Heath) had a little set
up to play his moves. Gerwick
executed well and was able to
take charges.
"Did it handicapp us, no
question," Dakich continued.
"We have enough big guys to
overcome that and I dont think
we played well enough to overcome that"
16: The number of points that
Kent State outscored the Falcons
in the paint. The Golden Flashes
had 36 total points down low
compared to BG's 20.
Kent freshman center Nate
Gerwin had a career day down
low, scoring 21 points on nine of
10 shooting from the floor.
26: The career high of points
that Kent guard Andrew Mitchell
scored. Mitchell was seven of 13
from the floor and hit some key
shots in the second half to take
the breath out of the Falcons.
Mitchell also came up big on the
defensive side of the ball
"I thought Andrew did an outstanding job against Pardon,"
Heath said. "He did a great job at
going at him."
29: The number of points BG
guard Keith McLeod scored in
the game. He was the only
Falcon in double-figures.
1: The number of days BG has
to prepare for Ohio, who currently sits in second place in the
MAC East Division.

Clws School*/BG New

KENT SCORES: Len Matela (14) and Cory Ryan (24) watch as Kent State goes up for a shot.

Tennis teams play
affected by attitude
ByZachBaktf
THE BG DEWS

It was a weekend of ups and
downs for the men's tennis team
in Kalamazoo. Coming off a
defeat to national powerhouse
Ohio State Wednesday, the team
rebounded Friday to blank a
tough Northern Iowa team 7-0.
"Everything we wanted to do,
we did," said coach Jay Harris.
"We beat a very good team"
The following day, the Falcons
stumbled against Illinois State,
dropping the match 5-2, before
coming back to defeat
Kalamazoo 5-2. By winning two

>

of the three matches this weekend, the men's team improved
to 5-3 in dual match play.
The loss to Illinois State,
according to Harris, may have
had something to do with the
teams' attitude coming into the
match.
"I think we got a little bit overconfident because of how well
we played the night before," said
Harris. "I was really disappointed in how we came out mentally
to play that match."
Despite the loss, the ability of
the Falcons to come back and
emerge
victorious
over

Kalamazoo only reinforced the
coaches belief in the teams ability to overcome adversity. "I
think the match against
Kalamazoo proved that this
team has a lot of heart," said
Harris, who was particularly
pleased with the play of senior
Mike KossofJ. "I told the team
that someone had to step up,
and Mike really went into his
match thinking that there was
no way he was going to lose."
The Falcons are now off until
February 16th. when they play
Drake They had played seven
games in eight days.

Basketball fight
involves over 100
IHE ASSOCUTCD PBESS

SHARON, Pa. — A crowd
turned on police officers
attempting to beak up a fight
at a basketball game between
rival schools, slightly injuring at
least three officers.
Jesse Wilson, 20, a defensive
back for the University of
Cincinnati football team, was
arrested on aggravated assault
and riot charges. Police said
more arrests were expected following the Saturday night fight,
which involved as many as 100
people
University officials said
Wilson has been suspended

from the learn pending the
police investigation.
The fight broke out in a
packed gymnasium at Sharon
High School with about two
minutes remaining in the
game between the Sharon
Tigers and the Farrell Steelers.
"This has been a pretty heated rivalry for about 50 years,
but this is the first time we've
seen anything of this scale,"
said Capt. Michael Menster of
the Sharon police department.
There were four officers at
the game who waded into the
FIGHT. PAGE 7
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Basketball fight
includes 100 people
FIGHT, FROM PAGE 6

crowd lo break up a fight,
Mensler said.
Officers from five area police
departments responded to calls
for assistance after the crowd
turned on officers, punching and
kicking them and grabbing for
their guns, he said.
"We had several officers
injured, but none of the injuries
were major," he said. "V\fe are also
not aware of any severe injuries
to people attending the game"
The game was called off and
police cleared the gym, but fighting broke out in a different area,
and then continued in the emergency room of Sharon Regional
Hospital, where some people
went for treatment Police were
called to the hospital to restore
order, hospital spokesman Ed
Newmeyer said.
Police on Monday were conducting interviews and reviewing
video of the fight and planned to
file petitions in juvenile court if
they identify others involved in
the fracas, Menster said.
Wilson, a strong safety for
Cincinnati, faces charges that
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Coker signs 5-year deal
By Stivtn MM
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

include aggravated assault, rioting and resisting arrest. He was
an all-state defensive back at
Farrell and is now a criminal justice major at Cincinnati.
Wilson tried to prevent police
from getting to the fight and then
attacked two officers, police said.
He posted bond and was released
from the Mercer County Jail on
Monday, jail officials said.
Brian McCann, assistant sports
information
director
at
Cincinnati, said school officials
are aware of the arrest and were
reviewing the incident.
"We have several policies
regarding the arrest of players
and we are trying to determine
which this falls under," McCann
said.
Richard Rossi, Sharon's superintendent, said the Farrell and
Sharon rivalry is a "long-standing
tradition."
"In my 31 years as an administrator and an educator, I've seen
nothing of this magnitude," he
said. "I'm thankful that no one
was seriously injured."
Sharon is near the OhioPennsylvania border, about 60
miles northwest of Pittsburgh.
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Assaiated Press Photo
DEAL Miami coach Bobby Coker signs 5-year, $5.25 million deal with the Miami Hurricanes as their
head coach.

THE VAGINA
MONOLOGUES

CORAL GABLES, Fla. — Larry
Coker has come a long way since
his days as a high school assistant
coach making $7,000 per year.
The Miami Hurricanes' head
coach was rewarded handsomely
Monday for winning the national
championship receiving a fiveyear, $5.25 million contract
The deal includes a salary of
$850,000 this year, a raise from
the $450,000 Coker received as a
first-year head coach in 2001. His
pay will increase $100,000 a year
through 2006, and the contract
also includes incentive clauses.
The 53-year-old Coker had two
years remaining on his old deal.
"It's certainly a charmed life,"
he said. "Some great things have
happened, and happened very
quickly."
The contract was announced a
year and a day after Coker was
promoted from his job as offensive coordinator to succeed
Butch Davis. Coker led the
Hurricanes to a 12-0 record,
including a 37-14 victory over
Nebraska in the Rose Bowl on
Ian. 3, and he became the first
rookie head coach to win the
national title since Michigan's
Bennie Oosterbaan in 1948.
"Coach Coker is terrific," university president Donna Shalala
said. "We are extending his contract with great enthusiasm and
respect"
Cokers contract is comparable
to the five-year, $5 million deal
Ron Zook signed with the Florida
Gators last month. But it doesn't
match the $1.4 million-a-year
deal the Hurricanes offered Davis
before he left for the Cleveland
Browns.
Bobby Bowden has a $2 million-a-year contract with Florida
State through 2004.
A chuckling Coker recalled
making $7,000 a year in his first
coaching job as a 22-year-old
high school assistant in Fairfax.
Okla.,inl970.
"We did very well on that
$7,000," Coker said. "But my rent
was only $65 a month. It's a little
more expensive than that in
Coral Gables."
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MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces,
A/C, dishwashers, microwaves, and
garbage disposals.
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THE V-DAY COLLEGE CAMPAIGN
Performances:
February 10-12. 2002
All Performances begin at 8 PM

VC
Lenhart Grand Ballroom in the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

THE OS

j$§§® ©w

Tickets:
Box Office located in 407 South Hall
Open from 10-4 Monday-Thursday
Or call 372-9616
All proceeds go to the Survivor Emergency Fund
in order to assist victims of violence with court costs,
transportation, books, and tuition.

January 30-31 and February 4-5
from 7-9 P.M.

StSSKf '"sxisiSH&Si
Sponsored by: CASO, CiTE. PCA. Wollnoss Connection. Sludent
Health Center, Women's Sludies, Residence Life, Resident
Student Associates, Sociology, and Student Aclivities

If you have any Questions
please feel free to contact
Chris Redman 419.2 14.4941
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with coupon for
Apartments rented 1/17 - 2/27.
(Discount taken per unit)

Come join the Gentlemen of the
Kappa Alpha Order at the
Kappa Alpha house
on these nights:

DDUD&im Expires 2/27/02
352-0717
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OH 4.3402
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm
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CALL FOR WINTER SPECIALS!

a

FEATURES INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
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• Heat included
• New kitchens with brand new
appliances including dishwashers
• Oak cabinets
• New vinyl floors
• New air conditioning
• Laundry facilities in all buildings
• Ample parking
• Convenient location, easy access
to 1-75, Highway 25 and Route 6
• Guaranteed maintenance
• Serene, park-like setting
• Adjacent to BGSU
300 Napoleon Road in Bowling Green

(419) 352-6335
SAVE TIME: Pre-apply Online
Visit us at villagegreen.com
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Falcons
ride high
at UK
meet
By Jaytnt MM
THE BG NEWS

Bowling Green's men's and
women's track teams traveled
south to the University of
Kentucky's Nutter Field
House last weekend for the
Rod McCravey Memorial
Meet. They competed against
high profile teams from
Eastern Kentucky, Alabama
A&M,
Alabama,
Miami
(Ohio), DePaul, Virginia Tech,
Appalachian State, Georgia,
Georgia Tech, and East
Tennessee.
At the non-scoring meet,
nine members of the women's
team finished in the top eight
in their events. The women's
4x400 meter relay team ran a
time of 3:53.40 to beat their
nearest competitor, Eastern
Kentucky, by two seconds.
Sophomore thrower Kerri
McClung continued to dominate the shot put event, winning for the third straight
week with a throw of 15.02
meters. Her effort this week
earned her a provisional
qualifying spot for the NCAA
indoor tournament.
"It's been a good start to the
season," said McClung, "a lot
of hard work is paying off
right now and I'm glad to be
injury-free and ready to compete."
McClung won the shot put
at the BGSU Invitational and
at the Central Collegiate
Championship Meet.
For the third straight week,
the BG women continued to
earn most of their points in
the field events. In addition
to McClung's first place finish, senior Lori Williams
placed sixth in the 20-pound
weight throw with a distance
of 16.40 meters and eighth in
the shot put with a throw of
12.73 meters. Senior lanean
Johnson placed eighth in the
weight throw with a distance
ol 15.70 meters.
Bowling Green's duo of
freshman
high jumpers
placed fifth and eighth in the
event. Rachel Perme and
Tamika Dixon jumped 1.63
meters and 1.58 meters,
respectively.
Sophomore Alicia Taylor
crossed the finish line for the
60-meter hurdles in seventh
place with a time of 8.80 seconds. While junior Briana
Killian ran to an eighth pace
finish in the 800-meter run
with a time of 2:17.91.

Men
Six members of the men's
team placed in the top eight
in their events at the meet.
The highest finisher for the
Falcons was junior Zerian
Peterson with a second place
finish in the 400-meter dash
and a time of 48.20 seconds.
In the men's 35-pound
weight throw, Bowling Green
took third and fourth place.
Sophomore lamal Salahuddin
was third with a throw of
15.36 meters and senior Pat
Kania finished fourth with a
throw of 15.08 meters.
Juniors Drew Downey and
Kerry Koontz placed third
and sixth in the pole-vault.
Downey vaulted 4.88 meters,
while Koontz vaulted 4.57
meters. In the high jump,
sophomore Dean Coticchia
placed fourth with a jump of
1.93 meters.
The next meet for both the
men's and women's teams will
be
the
All-Ohio
Championships at the Perry
Field House this Saturday.

Numbers do not
add up for Falcons
ByNickHurm
IHE BG DEWS

The numbers didn't go
Bowling Green's way in its 76-64
loss to Kent State.
40: The number of solid minutes that BG coach Dan Dakich
said his team needed to play to
beat the Golden Flashes.
20: The number of minutes of
good defense that Dakich
believed he got from his team.
"We didn't play 40 minutes as
well as we could play," Dakich
said. "I thought we got about 20
good minutes of good defense"
19: The number of minutes
that BG center Len Matela
played in the game. Matela
ended the game four of six
shooting, five rebounds, and
eights points. They are numbers
that BG's big man is used to
putting up in the first half.
Matela got in early foul trouble
and was called for two offensive
fouls that negated Geld goals.
3: The number of times
Matela punched the back of his
bench chair after picking up his
fourth foul and getting taken out
of the game. After his final foul,
Matela left the court in disgust
"I give Kent credit," Dakich
said "Stan (Heath) had a little set
up to play his moves. Gerwick
executed well and was able to
take charges.
"Did it handicapp us, no
question," Dakich continued.
"We have enough big guys to
overcome that and I don't think
we played well enough to overcome that."
16: The number of points that
Kent State outscored the Falcons
in the paint The Golden Flashes
had 36 total points down low
compared to BG's 20.
Kent freshman center Nate
Gerwin had a career day down
low. scoring 21 points on nine of
10 shooting from the floor.
26: The career high of points
that Kent guard Andrew Mitchell
scored. Mitchell was seven of 13
from the floor and hit some key
shots in the second half to take
the breath out of the Falcons.
Mitchell also came up big on the
defensive side of the hall.
"I thought Andrew did an outstanding job against Pardon,"
Heath said. "He did a great job at
going at him."
29: The number of points BG
guard Keith McLeod scored in
the game. He was the only
Falcon in double-figures.
1: The number of days BG has
to prepare for Ohio, who currently sits in second place in the
MAC East Division.

Chirs School*/BG News

KENT SCORES: Len Matela (14) and Cory Ryan (24) watch as Kent State goes up for a shot.

Tennis teams play
affected by attitude
ByZxhMur
THE BG KENS

It was a weekend of ups and
downs for the men's tennis team
in Kalamazoo. Coming off a
defeat to national powerhouse
Ohio State Wednesday, the team
rebounded Friday to blank a
tough Northern Iowa team 7-0.
"Everything we wanted to do,
we did," said coach Jay Harris.
"WB beat a very good team."
The following day, the Falcons
stumbled against Illinois State,
dropping the match 5-2, before
coming back to defeat
Kalamazoo 5-2. By winning two

of the three matches this weekend, the men's team improved
to 5-3 in dual match play.
The loss to Illinois State,
according to Harris, may have
had something to do with the
teams' attitude coming into the
match.
"I think we got a little bit overconfident because of how well
we played the night before," said
Harris. "I was realty disappointed in how we came out mentally
to play that match."
Despite the loss, the ability of
the Falcons to come back and
emerge
victorious
over

Kalamazoo only reinfoxed the
coaches belief in the team's ability to overcome adversity. "I
think the match against
Kalamazoo proved that this
team has a lot of heart" said
Harris, who was particularly
pleased with the play of senior
Mike Kossoff. "I told the team
that someone had to step up
and Mike really went into his
match thinking that there was
no way he was going to lose."
The Falcons are now off until
February 16th, when they play
Drake. They had played seven
games in eight days.

Basketball fight
involves over 100
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SHARON. Pa. — A crowd
turned on police officers
attempting to bieak up a fight
at a basketball game between
rival schools, slightly injuring at
least three officers.
Jesse Wilson, 20, a defensive
back for the University of
Cincinnati football team, was
arrested on aggravated assault
and riot charges. Police said
more arrests were expected following the Saturday night fight,
which involved as many as 100
people
University officials said
Wilson has been suspended

from the team pending the
police investigation.
The fight broke out in a
packed gymnasium at Sharon
High School with about two
minutes remaining in the
game between the Sharon
Tigers and the Farrell Steelers.
"This has been a pretty heated rivalry for about 50 years,
but this is the first time we've
seen anything of this scale,"
said Capt. Michael Menster of
the Sharon police department
There were four officers at
the game who waded into the
FIBHT, PAGE 7
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Coker signs 5-year deal
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crowd to break up a fight,
Menster said.
Officers from five area police
departments responded to calls
for assistance after the crowd
turned on officers, punching and
kicking them and grabbing for
their guns, he said.
"We had several officers
injured, but none of the injuries
were major," he said. "We are also
not aware of any severe injuries
to people attending the game."
The game was called off and
police cleared the gym, but fighting broke out in a different area,
and then continued in the emergency room of Sharon Regional
Hospital, where some people
went for treatment Police were
called to the hospital to restore
order, hospital spokesman Ed
Newmeyer said.
Police on Monday were conducting interviews and reviewing
video of the fight and planned to
file petitions in juvenile court if
they identify others involved in
the fracas, Menster said.
Wilson, a strong safety for
Cincinnati, faces charges that

include aggravated assault, rioting and resisting arrest. He was
an all-state defensive back at
Farrell and is now a criminal justice major at Cincinnati.
Wilson tried to prevent police
from getting to the fight and then
attacked two officers, police said.
He posted bond and was released
from the Mercer County Jail on
Monday, jail officials said.
Brian McCann, assistant sports
information
director
at
Cincinnati, said school officials
are aware of the arrest and were
reviewing the incident.
"We have several policies
regarding the arrest of players
and we are trying to determine
which this falls under," McCann
said.
Richard Rossi, Sharon's superintendent, said the Farrell and
Sharon rivalry is a "long-standing
tradition."
"In my 31 years as an administrator and an educator, I've seen
nothing of this magnitude," he
said. "I'm thankful that no one
was seriously injured."
Sharon is near the OhioPennsylvania border, about 60
miles northwest of Pittsburgh.

ByStmnMnt
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DEAL Miami coach Bobby Coker signs 5-year, $5.25 million deal with the Miami Hurricanes as their
head coach.

THE VAGINA
MONOLOGUES

CORAL GABLES, Fla. — Larry
Coker has come a long way since
his days as a high school assistant
coach making $7,000 per year.
The Miami Hurricanes' head
coach was rewarded handsomely
Monday for winning the national
championship, receiving a fiveyear, $5.25 million contract.
The deal includes a salary of
$850,000 this year, a raise from
the $450,000 Coker received as a
first-year head coach in 2001. His
pay will increase $100,000 a year
through 2006, and the contract
also includes incentive clauses.
The 53-year-old Coker had two
years remaining on his old deal
"It's certainly a charmed life,"
he said. "Some great things have
happened, and happened very
quickly."
The contract was announced a
year and a day after Coker was
promoted from his job as offensive coordinator to succeed
Butch Davis. Coker led the
Hurricanes to a 12-0 record,
including a 37-14 victory over
Nebraska in the Rose Bowl on
Jan. 3, and he became the first
rookie head coach to win the
national tide since Michigan's
Bennie Oosterbaan in 1948.
"Coach Coker is terrific," university president Donna Shalala
said. "We are extending his contract with great enthusiasm and
respect"
Cokers contract is comparable
to the five-year, $5 million deal
Ron Zook signed with the Florida
Gators last month. But it doesn't
match the $1.4 million-a-year
deal the Hurricanes offered Davis
before he left for the Cleveland
Browns.
Bobby Bowden has a $2 million-a-year contract with Florida
State through 2004.
A chuckling Coker recalled
making $7,000 a year in his first
coaching job as a 22-year-old
high school assistant in Fairfax.
Okla.,inl970.
"We did very well on that
$7,000," Coker said. "But my rent
was only $65 a month. It's a little
more expensive than that in
Coral Gables."

MPH4

MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces,
A/C, dishwashers, microwaves, and
garbage disposals.

THE V-DAY COLLEGE CAMPAIGN
February 10-12.2002
All Perlormances begin at 8 PM
Lenhart Grand Ballroom in the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

$3SdD ©IFF
IDEIWDSinr
with coupon for

Box Office located in 407 South Hall
Open from 10-4 Monday-Thursday
Or call 372-9616

Come join the Gentlemen of the
Kappa Alpha Order at the
Kappa Alpha house
on these nights:

All proceeds go to the Survivor Emergency Fund
in order to assist victims of violence with court costs.
transportation, books, and tuition.

January 30-31 and February 4-5
from 7-9 P.M.

Sponsored by: CASO, CiTE. PCA, Wollness Connection. Student
Health Center. Women's Studies. Residence Life. Resident
Student Associates, Sociology, and Student Activities.

If you have any Questions
please feel free to contact
Chris Redman 419.214.4941

licfcels;

Apartments rented 1/17 - 2/27.
(Discount taken per unit)
IHHUBW8 Expires 2/27/02
352-0717
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OH 4.1402
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm
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CALL FOR WINTER SPECIALS!
FEATURES INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
• Heat included
• New kitchens with brand new
appliances including dishwashers
• Oak cabinets
• New vinyl floors
• New air conditioning
• Laundry facilities in all buildings
• Ample parking
• Convenient location, easy access
to 1-75, Highway 25 and Route 6
• Guaranteed maintenance
• Serene, park-like setting
• Adjacent to BGSU
300 Napoleon Road in Bowling Green

(419) 352-6335
SAVE TIME: Pre-apply Online
Visit us at villagegreen.com
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Bengals' sue
health sponsor
before the 2000 season.
HealthSouth agreed to pay
CINCINNATI — A medical $1,530,200 over three years to
testing office that was added to become the "Official Health
Paul Brown Stadium at the Care Provider" of the Bengals.
Cincinnati Bengals' urging has The company got advertising,
become the focus of a million- tickets and parking for Bengals
dollar lawsuit between the team games, autographed footballs
and other perks in return for
and its health care sponsor.
The Bengals are demanding providing medical care at the
more than $1.5 million from stadium and examinations for
HealthSouth Corp. of Alabama players.
The agreement prohibited
which signed on as one of the
team's sponsors when it moved the Bengals from entering a
into the new stadium in 2000.
similar deal with one of
The
team
accuses HealthSouth's competitors.
HealthSouth of failing to pay
HealthSouth claims that
annual fees that were part of the while the Bengals were negotiating their sponsorship agreesponsorship agreement.
HealthSouth is demanding ment, the team was secretly
punitive damages and accuses negotiating the deal with
the team of fraud. HealthSouth ProScan.
accused the Bengals of violating
County
commissioners
their agreement by later enter- agreed to let ProScan open an
ing into a competing deal with office in the stadium because it
ProScan Imaging Inc., which generates roughly $38,000 a year
was allowed to build an office in rent. A county spokesman
said Monday that ProScan has
inside the stadium.
The Bengals have a financial kept up on its payments.
interest in ProScan, which perHealthSouth claims it would
forms magnetic resonance not have become a sponsor if it
imaging tests in an office locat- knew the Bengals were trying to
ed a few feet down a hallway open a ProScan office in the stafrom the team's locker room.
dium.
The team covered the costs of
HealthSouth is asking for
opening the ProScan office, unspecified punitive damages
Bengals business development from the Bengals because of
director Troy Blackburn said their "fraudulent concealment"
Monday evening. In return, the of the ProScan negotiations. The
team gets a percentage of the Bengals want HealthSouth to
revenues from the office.
pay the $1,530,200 in sponsorOne deposition has been ship fees, plus interest and
taken in the case, which is lawyers' fees.
scheduled for trial June 3 in
The Bengals filed the initial
Hamilton County Common lawsuit after HealthSouth didn't
Pleas Court.
make a scheduled payment.
"Whether it can be settled HealthSouth filed its counterremains to be seen," team claim.
Although the county owns the
lawyer Louis Gilligan said
Monday. "If we can resolve it stadium, it has been left out of
without going to trial, that's the lawsuit so far.
what we'll da It may happen."
The Bengals found a different
HealthSouth lawyer John health care sponsor and
Williams said Monday that the stopped running ads for
company had no comment
HealthSouth after the dispute
The $457 million stadium was developed, Vince Cicero, the
built by Hamilton County team's director of corporate
through a sales tax increase. The sales and marketing, said
Bengals moved into the stadium Monday.
By to* by

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Associated Press Photo

IOC RULING: IOC members talk about the ruling on conflict-of-interest debate that has been going on for some time.

IOC decides on rules
By Larry SkMons
ASSOCIATED CRESS WRITER

SALT LAKE CITY — The IOC
quickly discovered it's not ready
for the first formal rules on conflicts of interest
Still recovering from the Salt
Lak^. City corruption scandal,
the International Olympic
Committee Monday shelved
rules adopted just two days
before.
In a 45-minute exchange on
the first day of the IOC general
assembly, a dozen members said
the rules would create
headaches with investigations
and paperwork, and needed
more study before they took

Leadership Academy
February 17th
9am-4:15pm 101 Olscamp
•Registration Deadline this Friday, Feb. 8*
"Building Leaders: Tools for Success"

effect.
"My reaction is that it goes
much farther than members
would want to go," Britain's Craig
Reedie said.
Dick Pound of Canada, who
led the IOC investigation of the
Salt Lake City scandal, said the
rules were "a wonderful start"
but contained "a built-in series
of conflicts" for members who
also represent sports federations
and national Olympic committees.
One member questioned why
the IOC, a group criticized internationally for taking advantage
of any loophole, needed ethics
rules at all.

"I'm disappointed that we
have so little confidence in ourselves that we need an ethics
commission to tell us how to
act," New Zealand's Tay Wilson
said.
Jacques Rogge, running his
first assembly as IOC president,
and ethics commission chairman Keba M'Baye agreed to
withdraw the rules, adopted
Saturday by the policy-making
executive board.
Instead, Rogge told members
to submit proposed changes to
the ethics commission for a
revised code, to be considered at
a special meeting on reforms in
Mexico Citv in November. He

Check us out at www.bgnews.com
■

Brand New
Apartments and Houses

2002/2003 LISTING
Signing Leases NOW

524 N. Enterprise St.
Close to campus!

Op en
1

Now

Evergreen Apt 215 E Poe
Efficiencies
Laundry on site
Starts at $ 250 - Call 353-5800

1 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C
$475-$525/mo.

> Registration materials are available online @
www.basu.edu/offices/so/qetinvolved/leadershipacademy.html.
' Registration forms and fees must be turned into the Office of Campus
Involvement or Office of Residence Life by Friday, February 8,n at 500 PM
• The $7.00 registration fee includes the cost of lunch and materials, accepted
payment forms include check, money order, or student organization area/org

called a conflict-of-interest code
a "logical progression" from
recent IOC rules changes.
The IOC has long had informal rules against conflicts of
interest, but they were never on
the books.
The new rules would have
required all IOC members and
staff, along with counterparts in
most other Olympic agencies, to
file fists with the ethics commission of potential conflicts of
interest
Members found to have conflicts of interest they did not
reveal would have faced penalties ranging from reprimand to
suspension.

Bentwood Subdivision
1453, 1454,1459,1460 Brookwood Dr.
4 Bedroom, Unfurnished, 2 car garage
Lease 8/15/02-8/12/03
$15007mo.

ManiRcmrnl Inc.
Heinuit* Apt 413 E Merry.
1 & 2 Bdrms/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts al $410* Utilities
BRAND NEW

> Leadership Academy is co-sponsored by the Office of Campus Involvement and
M.in.I,;, in. ill Inc.

Office of Greek Affairs. For more information call 372-2343.

Slop by the office at
GREENBHIAR, INC.

445

EAST WOOSTER ST.

1045 N. Main St.

• 352-0717

for complete listing or

Call 353-5800
http://www.wcnet.org/--mecca/
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Ifffv^l Valentine's Day Personals will run on
Valentine's Day Feb. 14th
Deadline is Feb 12th.
Come to 204 West Hall to place your a<
or call 372-6977 for more information."

Cleveland-Marshall
College of Law
Open House
February 21, 2002
6 p.m.
1801 EuclidAve.

Find out
how great
we are.
'I

CAME TO OHIO FROM MICHIGAN

TO STUDY LAW.

I LIKED MEETING

AND THE FACULTY ADVISOR IN APILSA
(ASIAN PACIFIC ISLANDER LAW
NOW, I'M

THE PRESIDENT OF THE ORGANIZATION. IN

VlNH C. TRICO
CLEVELAND-MARSHALL
COLLEGE or LAW
2ND (EAR LAW STUDENT
PRESIDENT OF ARILSA

1x3
S18

(not
shown)

I -

•

-.ove Always
Brian

L

Li

130 E. Washington Slicet. Bowling Green

419-354-6036

www wc nef.org/ - highland

SPECIALIZING IN
GRAD STUDENTS!
Jay-Mar Apartments
803-815 8th St.
2 bedcoom-S550/mo-12 mo. lease
Laundry facilities on-slte
♦Wheat

AND INTERACTING WITH THE STUDENTS

STUDENT ASSOCIATIONI.

iLfi'JiTij

MANAGEMENT

APILSA WC WORK TO MAKE

SURE OUR ASIAN STUDENTS ARE
WELCOMED AND WE HELP THEM FINO
THE SUPPORT NECESSARY TO SUCCEED
IN LAW SCHOOL."

LEARN ABOUT
THE APPLICATION PROCESS. FINANCIAL AID. AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
SIGN UP TO ATTEND THE FEBRUARY OPEN HOUSE
BY EMAIL AOMISSTONS»LAW.CSUOMIO EDU OR DROP A NOTE TO

Cleveland State University
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS • CLEVELAND- MAR5MALI COLLEGE OF LAW
2121 EUCLID AVENUC LB 11S - CLEVELAND. OHIO 44115-2214

The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd
One bedroom, loundry (ocilltles
In blag., ale. quiet.

S425/month
The Homestead
One and two bedroom. A/C.
on-site laundry, ceramic Ne,
soundproof construction, skylights
dishwashers, vaulted ce*ngs
From $510/month -12 month lease
Additional Sites to Choose from:
Liberty Street & Summit Hill
Let us help you moke a rough
decision easy, call or stop by the
office TODAY!

Call 419-354-6036
From 10:00-4:00
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The BG News is now hiring
• Staff Editors

• Copy Editors
• Photographers
■ Reporters

Classified Ads*
372-6977

IV BG Ncwi will WM knowingly accept ad**
tlm divnminatr. <* CKiiuncr di«
cnrmnaium *f unM »> imli .IJUJI in povp «*■
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MtHKtaJ imjiin. wvuil nneniaftun. diuNhly
Win as a tucran. M im the Knit trf any uthrr
Ivf ally pti"i.(rJ «jim

Campus Events

MARKETING YOUR INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE
This session is lor all education
abroad returnees who would like to
find out how to express to future em
plovers the skills and qualities they
gained from studying overseas.
Come to the Career Services Office,
360 Saddlemire Student Services
Building at 3:00 p.m. on Monday,
February 11 Call 372-0309 with

^^^^jygsjjgrjs^^^^^^^
Travel

»1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida.
Best Prices! Space is limited!!!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummer1ours.com
Spring Break 2002 - Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Acapulco and Florida. Join Student Travel Services,
Americas "1 Student Tour Operator.
Up to $100 off certain hotels Group
organizers can travel free. Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
or www.ststravel.com

• Opinion Columnist
• Graphic Designers

Travel

Personals

SPRING BREAK 2002 Cancunjamaica, Barbados. Bahamas. Acapulco,Padre and Florida FREE
MEALS for limited lime!! FREE parlies,drinks and exclusive events!
Organize group. Travel FREEMVisit
www.SUNSPLASHTOURS.com
Call 1-800-426-7710

A new group on campus, the Association of Music and Healing, will
perform at the Lutheran Church of
the Master on Friday at 5pm. Shelter, a meal, and donated items will
be provided to needy families as
well as community healing through
music. For information about how to
provide charity through music, contact David Akombo at
amtObgnet bgsu.edu

SPRING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica.
S. Padre & Florida BEST Hotels,
FREE parties, LOWEST prices!
www.breakerstravel.com

(800) 985-6789
Spring Break Super Salel Book
your trip with StudcntCity.com and
save up to SI 00 per person to Cancun, Mazatlan. Bahamas, Jamaica,
Padre and Florida. Most popular student hotels including the Oaslt and
the Nassau Marriott Crystal Palace! Prices start at S399I Sales
ends soon! CALL NOW! 1-800-2931443 or go to StudentCity.com!
Spring Break Tickets!
Get a FREE MTV audience ticket
to select shows when you book
your Spring Break through
StudentClty.coml go to MTV.com
or call StudenlCity.com at 1-800293-1443 for details! Tours and tickets are limited.

Services Offered

Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

=0-0-0000

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1.000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
credit card applications Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923-3238 or visit.
www.campusfundraisar.com.
DEADLINE FOR BIOLOGY
SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS
is February 8!

Personals

Personals

Personals

Graphic Designer wanled-Apply
Now! Here is your chance to add real print pieces to your portfolio and
great job experience to your resume. Continuing Education has a
graphic designer student position
available beginning Summer. Work
in a team environment while you get
experience in designing brochures,
catalogs, flyers, ads, etc. You must
have advanced skills in PageMaker
and Photoshop and knowledge ol
Freehand. Prior work experience
preferred. Portfolio required. 15
hrs/week, S7 00/rir To apply send
resume and references to: Anita
Knauss, Continuing Education, 40

Educational backpacking trip to
the Navajo Reservation In the
high desert mountains of
New Mexico & Arizona
May12-May25.2002
Opportunity to earn 3 credit hours
If Interested-There will be a meeting this Thursday, February 7 at
9:05 p.m. In BA Bldg 106
01 call Bill Thompson at 352-7534 or
e-mail him at
wthomp®bgr|et bgsu edu
Visit our web sitel
httpyAnww.wcnel.org/-ucf/navtrp.ht

LORAIN COUNTY STUDENTS:
Paid Summer Internships
Jr or Sr EducSoc.Wk.Rec.Mktg,
HR,PR.CS.MIS,IPC.Writing,Fin,His
lory or others to work at Nonprofit
Orgs. Apply @Co-op:
310 Saddlemire Student Services
372-2451 Deadline Febuary 13th!!

College Park or
ahnauss8bgnet,bgsu,8du. no later
than February 13.
Footlockcr
Get all your sports apparel and
athletic shoes here!
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

BGSU WOMEN'S
RUGBY

New Players
meeting
TONIGHT
9:15pm
BA 112
?'s call 354-6764

'Any questions contact:

Jackie 354-7540
\Oll AOII AOII AOI1

Alyssa Lee's "COCOA

Good "Home Company
'Products for the bath
anc( fame
Tine Chocolates
(jifr 'Baskets
Great Valentine's 'An/

5W./I

#000 A
;OCOA

BEAN
Fine Chocolates
Iyj

VJIIIS

BE AN

.,

SHUTTLE SERVICE
Take BG shuttle to the mall for free!
Monday-Thursday 6-9:45pm Call
372-RIDE (7433) w/ questions.
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

Lose 10, 20, 40 lbs.
Dr. reemd. 100% guaranteed
1-800-375-5808

m

Delia's
ouch of
(Beauty

*%

$25" for a full .ct of
acrylic nails
$15" for balance
$30'" for a pedicure &
manicure

•All filing done by hand*
Satisfaction Guaranteed!
w/Hope

J^^

PJi
-

^Houses '
Y Close to
Campus

Dinners
for

U

10

HAT LEASES
239 S. College
239 lllanuille

$■

AUGUST LEASES

Starting at 4pm
Choose from:

1318 (.Wooster
241 Ulanuille
849 Sixth SI.
FROBOSE

•Spaghetti
•Chop Steak

RENTALS I

419-352-9392

**%

Located next to tfu
student union

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S. WOMEN'S, S CO-REC
CURLING-FEB. 5.

wooooooet

.«*.

Tuesday Tebuary 51
9.15-iopm

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES OUE
CO-REC WALLYBALL-FEB 6

LOVE YOUR GENES...
NOT YOUR JEANS!
The Great Jeans Giveaway is here!
From February 2-28.2002. you can
help out local charities by cleaning
out your closet! Bring us your old
jeans or other clothes that don't lit to
the following collection spots: residence halls, the Union lobby on Feb.
14 and 21 from 11am-2pm, or to the
Health Center in room 170

BJ

1021 S. Main St.
352-0123

Great tanning specials too!
Call 419-353-4211

*A toy Store and a Whole Lot Morel*

Professor TrnKe,i&
Workshop

£3

•
•
•
•
•

Brio
Lego
Tomy
Playmobil
Thomas the
tank engine
• + Much More

We ca^L-ti a. -PuJjl jtrne
»P "UeJJIa K-'H:, ITle^eka.-rYi.ie
3 w/BGSU 10 -

"Meet yaur Senator/ 'Undergraduate
Student (government TAemBer
Wednesday February 6, 2002
Trom 11:00- 2:00
In the (Dining TfaCCs of
(Founders
%reiscr\er
Commons
TAac'DonaCd
1i$§ wants to hear your concerns and" ideas on ways to
Setter liowUng §reen State llnivtrsity

Woodland Mall * 354-2307*

Qifa

'Lame Sefection
C71/T 'Registry 'Available
FREE 10CAL DELIVERY

Hours Mini..Ui.l.hi \S;ii IOC

129 S. Main St. 353.9999

: mis 111 (I. Sim ilmnl

GREENBRIAR
APARTMENTS
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Furnished
•Units have dishwashers &
garbage disposals

Cekkkg fbrod %A & %od
Commons
Wednesday. Tebruary 6
serving lunch
11:30am - 2:00pm

516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue
$625 - $725 mo. + electric
Field Manor Apartments
$625 - $675 mo. + electric

Tuesday. February 12
serving all day
breakfast, lunch. & dinner

Frazee Avenue Apartments
$625 - $675 mo. + electric
A2S East Court Street
$70o/mo + gas & electric

Thursday. Tebruary 21
serving lunch
11:30am - 2:00pm

^reiscber (3undial

WdDonald

founders
Monday. Tebruary 25
serving dinner
430pm - 7:00pm

$ 150.08 OFF
Discount taken per unit
expires on 2/15/02

352-0717

•

445E.

WOOSTER
\

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

10 Tuesday, February 5, 2002

Wanted

Help Wanted

Female subleaser needed now until

Kirk Bros. Co.. Inc. a well established General Contractor is looking for
a Project Manager/Estimator for municipal treatment plants and underground utility construction. Salary
commensurate with education and
experience. EOE. Send resume to
Kirk Bros. Co., Inc.. PO Box 964
Findlay, OH, 45839-0964.

May. S250/mo ♦ utils. Own room
Close lo campus 353-5636

Subleaser needed now through Aug
Rent negotiable. 1 bdrm of 2 bdrm
apartment. Call 353-3629

Help Wanted
$250 a day potential.
Bartending. Training provided
t-800-293-3985 ext 541.
500 Summer Camp Positions
Northeast.www.summercampemployment.com; 1-8C0-443-6428.
COLORADO SUMMER JOBS:
RAFTING! RAPPELLINGI
In the Rockies near Vail. ANDERSON CAMPS seeks caring, enthusiastic, dedicated, patient individuals
who enjoy working with children in
an outdoor setting. Counselors.
Cooks, Wranglers, Maintenance and
Nurses. Internships Available. Interviews on Friday, February 8. Stop
by your University Career & Employment Services to get an application
and sign up tor an interview Questions? Call us at 970/524-7766.
Horizon Camps
Are you dynamic, compassionate.
motivated and looking lor the
EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME? II
so. Horizon Camps is the place lor
you! We are five OUTSTANDING
co-ed summer camps, seeking
AMAZING statt to work with INCREDIBLE kids, ages 7-15 Locations: NY, PA, ME, WV All types ol
positions available! Salary, room,
board, laundry, travel,
www.horizoncamps com.
800-544-5448
Jed's BBQ and Brew is now hiring
hostesses, servers, and bussers lor
the Reynolds Rd location. Apply in
person at 2531 S. Reynolds Rd
Part time or full time nanny. Live-in
or live-out position. 3 small children.
Rural BG. References/excellent driving record required. Salary negotiable 419-823-1547
»oooooo

Management Inc.

2002/2003 LISTING
Signing Leases NOW

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apt., 1082Fairview
1 & 2 Bdrms^Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer hook-up
in 2 Bdrm.
Starts at $390 * Utilities Call 353-5800

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Sale

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top boys sports camp in
Maine, counselors to coach all
sports, tennis, basketball, baseball,
roller hockey, water-sports, rockclimbing, biking, golf. Have a great
summer. (888)-844-8080 apply at
www,campce<lar,Corr|
SUMMER JOBS
Female and male counselors needed for top summer camp in Maine.
Top Salary, room, board, laundry,
clothing and travel provided. Must
love children and have skill in one of
more of the following activities: archery, arts (ceramics, stained glass,
jewelry), basketball, canoeing,
kayaking, rowing (crew), dance (tap.
pointe, jazz), field hockey, golf, gymnastics (instructors), figure skating,
ice hockey, horseback riding/English
hunt seat, lacrosse, digital photography, videographer, piano accompanist, pioneering/camp craft, ropes
(challenge course) 25 stations, sailing, soccer, Softball, tennis, theatre
(technicians, set design, costumer),
volleyball, water-skiing (slalom, trick,
barefoot, jumping) W.S.IJswim instructors, windsurfing, also opportunities for nurses, HTML/web design
and secretaries.
Camp Vega For Girls! Come see us
at www.camDvega.com or E-mail us
at camp vegaOyahoo.com or call
us for more information al 1 -800993-VEGA. We will be on your campus for information and lo accept
applications from 10am-3pm. on
Wednesday, March 6th and Thursday, March 7th in Student Union
room 318. No appointment necessary.
Want men willing to learn & work on
wood floors including gym floors
Starting when school is out for the
summer until the middle of August.
Work consists of operating equipment, including floor buffers & floor
sanding machines. Also, measuring,
laying out and painting game lines &
art work and applying gym floor finish. We will thoroughly tram you in
all phases of the work.
Job pays $8.00 per hour. You can
expect between 40-50 hours per
week. Hours can be flexible.
Musi be punctual and reliable Swilling to accept responsibility. Please
contact Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or
fax resume to 419-385-6483..
Wood Co. Prosecutor's Youth Violence Prevention Program is accepting applications for Asst. Coor. of
the 4S student mediation program.
Part-time 25 hrs/wk e&-10. HS diploma and own transportation a
must. Additional education and experience beneficial. Deadline 2-502. Application/more information call
419-354-9250

'97 Dodge Neon, red 4-dr., Aulo, air,
77K highway miles Non-smoker, female driver. $3500 OBO. 354-3029.

" Apartments and Rooms Available
1.2 & 3 bdrms. Individual school yr.
lease offered New carpet, all within
2 blocks of campus. Also, room
avail, immediately. Updated listings
avail. 24-7 S 316 E. Merry 13 or call
419-353-0325 9am-7pm.
1 lower duplex.
Vacant now.
352-5822
1. 2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments
9 A 12 month leases
352-7454
2 Bdrm ApL Sm. pets OK. No d«poslt. Avail now or May 02 through
May '03. 419-352-2618, leave msg
2 bedroom furnished apt
Includes utilities. Close lo campus
353-5074
2 efficiencies.
Vacant now.
352-5822
2 Subleasers needed.
Furnished, 2 bed. 1 bath.
Anne 352-6322.
534 A S. College-3 BR Duplex, 1 1/2
Baths, AC. Avail. May 25. $825/mo.
534 B S. College-3BR Duplex. 1 1/2,
Baths.AC. Avail. May 25. $825/mo.
201 Georgia-2 BR House, basement, washer/dryer. Avail. August
21. $688*10.
128 Manville-4 BR House, 2 Baths
Avail. August 21. $1,100/mo.
316 Ridge Front-Large 2 BR Duplex.
Avail. May 30. $700/mo.
316 RKjge Rear-1 BR Duplex. Avail.
May 17. $375/mo.
217 S. College-3 BR House. Avail.
May21.$675/mo.
233 W. Merry-Large 4 BR House
Avail. Now! $825/mo.
At all properties, tenants pay utilities, parental guarantees, security
deposit equal to one month's rent.
Rent collected quarterly. Locally
owned and managed. Please call
EyeCon Enterprises, Ltd. at (419)
882-1453 between 2:00-4:00, M-F
only.
"2 bdrm, furnished apts. available
for rent starting May or August. 704
Fifth St. "2 bdrm, unfurnished apts.
available August. 710 Seventh St.
Mature renters only. "1 bdrm, furnished, grad students. 601 Third. St.
352-3445

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
Efficiencies & Large 1 Bdrms.
Laundry on site
Starts at $ 250 - Call 353-5800

1800SURFSUP
wwwstudentexpressccfli

1

1"

3 LOCATIONS

Tuesday

1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or

Call 353-5800
http://www.wcnet.org/-mecca/

SomtSnie LACMMWMAT
248 N. MAIN ST
993 S. MAIN
353-8826
354-1559
10 BIDS'2 Booms
5 BEDS'1 Boom
Serving BG since 1980
Hot SK

m

46 Jump
48 High rock
50 Valley

51 Tub
53
55
58
61
62
64
65
66
67

Indian post
Prepared (slang)
Expand
English (abbr.)
New
Allow
Confederate general
Station
Age

1

□
□

Comedy Night

1
is

i

S8

B

Open Mic Night
18 & Over No Cover Charge
104 S. Main - 353-0988
18 & Over

Apt. 3 bdrms.
Available now through May 15.
352-5822

Room available in historic house.
Private entrance. No pets. $235 mo.
352-9925

Avail for Fall Duplex: 1bdrm
$350/mo .Util & 3bdrm $650* Utils
or both for Sl0O0/mo »UWs Near
campus off-street parking.

Subleaser wanted. 2-3 bdrm duplex
avail, now to Aug. $600/mo * utils.
Please call Liz or Jason 373-0593

4 bdrm, 1 bath house at 516 E.
Reed. Avail Aug. 16 for a 12 month
lease.
$1000/mo, good
shape
w/nice back yard. Hall block from
campus. Carpeted w/off street {larking Unfurnished except dishwasher,
relng, and stove. NO dog. Security
dep. required. Call 419-885-8307
leave message for Steve.
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE NOW
505 Clough, »A-6, C-29- 2br fum.
$525.00 * gas & elec.
Deposit $525.00
850 Sixth, «9 - 2br furn. 2 bath.
$525.00 + gas & elec.
Deposit $525.00.
451 Thurstin, #307- furn. efficiency
$370.00*oas Selec
Deposit $370.00.
403 N. Main, «C- 1br fum. $350.00
plus all util. Deposit. $350.00
Call John Newlove Real Estate, Inc.
Rental Office (419) 354-2260.
"New house listing - large 3,4 & 6
bdrm houses, all next to campus.
Updated listings 24-7 9 316 E. Merry #3. Call 419-353-0325 9am to
7pm

Thursday February, 14"1

Cookies & Cakes
130 E. Court Si, BG
419.353.3525
www.buggywhtpbak.ery.com

ami I'arasail Id'nl.ils • InlfVxhaH • lliior-

I>.I
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2002-03.1 & 2 bdrm at Georgetown
Manor. Free heat, water, + sewer.
1«3bdrmat616 2ndSt.
Call 419-354-9740 for more info
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For Rent

Itciii'M'riml llnl (lib • Suites up lo 10 People
• \irporl Limousin!' Sen ire
DaV£jj)

□DD

For Rent

Outdoor Swimming Pools • Sailboat. .M SU
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ANSWERS

For Rent

800 feel .it Cull Bearh I unlay- • 2 I -.«vr

* WORLD FAMOUS
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THE HEAT
904 E. Wrjoaer
352-3588
5 Btas

M

**

5$ Cover

BEACH RESORT*. CONFERENCE CENTER
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9:00- 10:30

Spring Break in Panama Citv Beach, Florida!

I

•7

l|^||M

1 Summer browning
2AG»bot
3 Advertisement
4 Volcanic ash
5 Helps
6 College degree (abbr)
7 And so forth (abbr.)
8 Show the way
9 Beast
10 Cnminal (slang)
11 Night before
16 Opposite literal meaning
18 Small bite
47 Even
20 Wapiti
49 Cowboy event
22 Within the law
52 Care for
23 Egg-shaped
54 Cause to slope
25 Affirmative
55 Jelly
27 Umbilicus
28 Enforced removal 56 Direction (abbr)
57 Female deer
30 Game
59 Indicates three (prefix)
32 Sweet potato
60 7th Greek letter
36 Butterfly catcher
63 President's assistant (abbr)
38 Show clothes
41 Washing out the stomach
43 Small child
45 Mexican food

Upstairs at:

Win $100 for Spring Break!

THE WASH

f^l^i

ACROSS
1 Number
4 Tag
9 High card
12 Macao currency
13 Reduce
14 Month (abbr.)
15 Innate
17Dog
19 Anger
21 Light
22 Crazy
24 Cagey
26 Window glass
29 Happening
31 Door opener
33 Not vigilant
34 Southern state (abbr)
35 Hither and _
37 Uncle _
39 Six (Roman)
40 Atlantic (abbr)
42 So
44 Motorist's hotel

Enter with aI packaqe
package purchase
purch

Stop by the office at
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Place your
order for
your
Valentine
TODAY
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Management Inc.
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Cancun. Acapulco. Mazatlan.
Jamaica. Bahamas
Florida. South Padre Island

Blue House (The Jungle)
120 MN. Prospect
2 Bdrms(downstairs »2)
12 month lease
Close to Downtown and College
Starts at $675/MO+ Utilities

t»

For Rent

Best Airlines
ffiMnmiwivb Conl;nrtl"!l
Best Prices & Best Parties

Heinzsite Apt.
710 N. Enterprise St.
1 & 2 Bdrms/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
ONLY 3 & 2 BDRMS LEFT
Starts at $410 . Utilities

i—n—pr—n- IT- Ti-i
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Compaq Presario 1277. Power cord,
carrying case and ethemet card incl.
External CD burner also avail. Barely used. Asking $575. 353-7464

SPRING BRUK

Management Inc.

■

89 Acura Integra LS 5dr. Power windows/locks AM/FM Cassette Gray
well-mainted $2200 OBO 419-9925

;^A--

brought to you by

Kuiiw*
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Wvt I Shirt i'oiitvtf -o.l \M .l.trkrv Short Content
• \n Co»rr f**r Sandpiper (ifirjits

Reservation* 800.188.8828
w w« .gandpiperbe acon.<• om
j

419-352-9925
Available August 15. 2002, 1-bedroom apartment dose to University,
$350.00 per/mo, plus utilities. Year's
lease required. Call 419-686-4651.
Available August 15, 2002, 2-bedroom apartment close lo University,
$450 00 per/mo, plus utilities. Year's
lease required. Call 419-686-4651.
House lOf RfhTJ
424 E Wooster, 3 bdrm. house
avail. Spring, $825 mo. Utils. mciud.
Ref. req. 353-7547.
Houses & Apts. for 2002-03 school
year. 12 mo leases only-starting
May 18, 2002.
322 E. Court- 1bdrm-$395 indud. util
415 E. Court «C-2 Br.-$520-fUtil
605 Fifth «C-2 Br.-$40ttaitl
230 N Enterprise-1 Br.-$365+util
424 1/2 S. Summit-Effic.-$265tutil
Steve Smith 419-352-8917 or
419-308-2710.

Valentines

Place a Valentine's
Personal
in this space!

For only $1.05 per line you
too can wax poetic for all
the BGSU world to see.
Proclaim your love In
public - It's easy'.
Just stop by 204 West Hall.
(Do it before 2pm, February
13th or you'll be In
the dog house!)

